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Red Hat and Lenovo have 

designed a purpose-built 

scale-out storage solution to 

meet the datacenter challenges 

to save space, energy, and time 

when deploying large data 

workloads. 

 As an open, software-defined, 

scale-out storage solution,  

Red Hat® Storage Server 

provides a robust and scalable 

solution based on industry- 

standard hardware.

 With support for up to 14 hard 

disk drives, Lenovo System 

x3650 M4 BD servers provide 

an ideal platform for deploying 

Red Hat Storage Server.

AbstrAct

Driven by the Internet of Things (IoT), mobility, cloud computing, and big data analytics, unstruc-

tured data is now growing at unprecedented rates. This unchecked growth is easily outpac-

ing the ability for conventional storage solutions to respond, both in scale and cost. Scale-out 

storage solutions provide a compelling alternative to both proprietary scale-up storage solu-

tions as well as complex home-grown solutions. Red Hat® Storage Server running on the Lenovo 

System x3650 M4 BD server offers massive scalability, high performance, and volume econom-

ics for storage of all kinds of unstructured data. As described in this paper, this solution offers 

an ideal solution for web content repositories, big data analytics, security analytics, virtualiza-

tion storage, and video delivery environments.
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introDuction

Organizations are facing a massive increase of unstructured data from all kinds of sources. User-

generated content, machine-generated data, video capture, and web experience data are all growing 

faster than ever before. Sensors, mobile devices, and the move to cloud computing models will only 

add dramatically to both the need for storage, and the need to derive value from accumulated data. 

In fact, IDC now sees the digital universe growing 40% a year and continuing to grow into the next 

decade, with the amount of stored data doubling every two years1. These exponential growth rates 

will continue to increase with new regulation and data retention requirements. Managing these stun-

ning amounts of data and exploiting them for new opportunities has become a top priority for IT 

organizations.

Driven by this rampant growth, storage costs are increasingly having an outsized impact on enter-

prise IT budgets. While the volume and use of storage is expected to grow dramatically each year, 

per-terabyte storage prices are not falling as fast as data volumes are growing. Traditional pro-

prietary and monolithic scale-up storage solutions simply can’t keep pace with these demands at 

affordable prices, and they lock enterprise data into proprietary storage scenarios. At the other end 

of the scale, home-grown solutions often introduce complexity through hardware variety and lack a 

cohesive scalability and management model. Strategies are needed that enable both cost-effective 

growth and scalability of storage for unstructured data in particular.

Once viewed as a niche solution, scale-out storage has emerged as a compelling response to a 

wide range of storage needs. Just as scale-out server architectures have revolutionized cost-

effective computing architecture, scale-out storage offers many of the same benefits for storage. 

Virtualization and cloud computing also benefit, with scale-out storage offering more scalable 

storage infrastructure to support rapid virtual machine (VM) growth. The same aspects of scale-out 

storage that make it ideal for virtualization and cloud make it ideal for serving unstructured data of 

all kinds, including web content, video, image, audio, and big data workloads.

Red Hat Storage Server running on Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers represents a software-

defined storage solution that takes scale-out storage to a new level of volume economics. With 

this technology combination, organizations can effectively store and manage petabyte-scale data 

growth while exploiting community-based innovation and riding commodity price curves that only 

get better with time. Together, Red Hat Storage Server and Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers 

offer cost-effective, multidimensional storage scalability.

reD hAt storAge server on lenovo system x3650 m4 bD

The combination of Red Hat Storage Server and Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers provides a 

next-generation scale-out storage solution. A software-defined file and object storage solution, Red 

Hat Storage Server can be deployed for private cloud or datacenter, public cloud, and hybrid cloud 

environments. Red Hat Storage Server is open source, and designed to meet the requirements of 

unstructured, semi-structured, and big data storage.

Red Hat Storage Server lets organizations combine two or more Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD 

servers into a high-performance, virtualized, and centrally-managed storage pool. Both capacity and 

performance can scale linearly and independently on demand, from a few terabytes to petabytes 

and beyond. By combining these powerful servers with a scale-out approach, organizations can 

achieve radically better price and performance in an easily deployed and managed solution that can 

be configured for increasingly demanding workloads.

1	 	 IDC: The Digital Universe of Opportunities: Rich Data and the Increasing Value of the Internet of Things, April 2014.
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Benefits of the joint Red Hat and Lenovo solution include:

•	flexible deployment model. Flexible configurations of compute and storage can be tuned for 

diverse workloads.

•	drastically lower cost. Large capacity and density provided by Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD 

servers consolidate power and cooling and save on datacenter space.

•	unstructured data scalability. Scale-out storage software offers a scalable foundation for 

unstructured data, allowing it to grow without arbitrary limitations.

•	open and extensible. Extensible storage modules enable new business models without concern 

for inflexible infrastructure.

The Red Hat and Lenovo solution provides multidimensional, scale-out storage infrastructure in 

terms of both performance and capacity. By aggregating the disk, CPU, and I/O resources of large 

numbers of Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers, organizations can create large, high-perfor-

mance storage pools.  Capacity can be increased simply by adding more disks. Performance can 

be increased simply by adding more server nodes (Figure 1). The unique architecture of Red Hat 

Storage Server delivers the benefits of scale-out storage while avoiding the corresponding overhead 

and risk associated with keeping large numbers of storage nodes in sync.

Unlike traditional scale-up storage, the Red Hat and Lenovo software-defined storage solution pro-

vides multidimensional scale-out storage, offering the ability to:

•	Scale-out infrastructure for both performance and capacity.

•	Aggregate disk, CPU, and I/O resources to create one very large and high-throughput storage pool.

•	Add capacity by adding more inexpensive disks.

•	Add performance by adding more inexpensive server nodes.

•	Exploit Lenovo’s self-encrypting disk technology to secure data at rest.
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Scale-out performance, capacity, and availability

Figure 1. Red Hat Storage Server running on the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD server offers both performance and 
capacity scalability.
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In practice, both performance and capacity can scale linearly with Red Hat Storage Server on 

Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD. Each server supports up to 12 front-loading 3.5-inch large form factor 

(LFF) disks to scale capacity. Up to 128 servers can be supported per storage pool to scale perfor-

mance and capacity. Red Hat Storage Server distributes data effectively to achieve performance 

scalability and reliability, and makes extensive use of parallelism to maximize performance via a fully 

distributed architecture.

The joint Red Hat and Lenovo solution delivers a number of key benefits, including:

•	reduced costs. Deploying scale-out storage with Red Hat Storage Server on Lenovo System 

x3650 M4 BD servers helps organizations dramatically reduce capital costs while maintaining high 

levels of performance and availability.

•	enhanced agility. Red Hat Storage Server can be deployed and scaled in minutes. Because the 

software automates the management of files and storage nodes, operational complexity is simpli-

fied and costs are reduced.

•	Increased reliability and reduced downtime. Software ensures the availability of the storage 

system and its data. Red Hat Storage Server can replicate data to multiple Lenovo System x3650 

M4 BD servers, helping to ensure that the system is protected from faults and that the failure of 

any individual server does not compromise data access, or the overall availability of the storage 

system.

•	Lower complexity. Red Hat Storage Server running on Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers pro-

vides vastly simplified homogeneous infrastructure over disparate home-grown systems, while a 

simplified global namespace helps eliminate operational complexity.

•	Better user and customer satisfaction. By consistently delivering high levels of performance and 

helping to eliminate isolated data, the solution helps improve user satisfaction levels.

•	Increased security. Lenovo x3650 M4 BD servers include the option for self-encrypting drives 

(SEDs) with MegaRAID SafeStore, to enhance security for data at-rest.

The sections that follow describe how the combination of Red Hat Storage Server with the Lenovo 

System x3650 M4 BD server can be deployed to serve a diverse range of use case scenarios.

WeB content repoSItory, fILe Sync and SHare

Enterprise mobility, collaboration, and the need for anytime, anywhere access to files is fueling the 

need for secure file-sharing capabilities. Unfortunately, consumer-grade, cloud-based services place 

data on servers that are outside of IT’s control, policy, and regulatory guidelines. This lack of control 

can lead to data leakage, security breaches, and harm to the business.

Software solutions such as open source ownCloud provide an attractive solution that lets organi-

zations deliver file sync and share with on-premise storage, within the full purview of IT policies. 

Competitive storage solutions for file sync and share deployments must be able to deliver very high 

sustained throughput. As shown in Figure 2, multiple Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers combine 

via Red Hat Storage Server to provide a unified namespace, allowing access from diverse devices in 

either an enterprise drop box or cloud storage setting.
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Unified namespace

Figure 2. Red Hat Storage Server and Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers provide a unified namespace and can 
be deployed to serve as file sync and share solution.

BIg data anaLytIcS

Big data and the Internet of Things (IoT) are two of the biggest drivers of growing data volumes 

straining traditional storage systems. To cope with these fast-moving trends, organizations need a 

storage solution that is hardened for the enterprise but channels the rapid innovation inherent in 

open source communities. Unfortunately, traditional integrated data stacks often have often ham-

pered innovation and limited analytics flexibility.

Built on the YARN (yet another resource negotiator) mechanism in Hadoop 2.0, the Hadoop plugin 

for Red Hat Storage Server 3 lets organizations build a truly unified data repository for analytics. 

Data can be consolidated across disparate data platforms and analytics tools, providing improved 

Hadoop workflows and giving both Hadoop and non-Hadoop jobs access to important data. With 

true multi-dimensional scalability, Red Hat Storage Server offers familiar POSIX-compatible file-

system semantics, exploiting existing expertise and tools. As shown in Figure 3, the Hadoop YARN 

node manager can run directly on Red Hat Storage Server nodes. This consistent approach retains 

the familiar Hadoop deployment model while providing in-place access to data stored in a broadly-

shared GlusterFS file system for both MapReduce jobs and other analytics tools.
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Red Hat Storage Server volume
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Figure 3. The Hadoop plugin for Red Hat Storage Server provides in-place access to GlusterFS files from Hadoop, 
and lets organizations build a unified analytics data repository.

SecurIty anaLytIcS

Every router, switch, firewall, web proxy, and intrusion protection system has a story to tell about 

the security, confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the IT environment. Software systems too 

provide considerable actionable intelligence through logfiles. Relevant data from across all of these 

systems is critical to investigations, as well as for continuous monitoring for situational awareness. 

The ability to intelligently analyze larger and larger amounts of this machine data is key to predicting 

and thwarting threats. Unfortunately, analysis windows are often artificially limited by the amount of 

data that can be cost-effectively retained for analysis.

Coupling operational intelligence software such as Splunk Enterprise with software-defined storage 

from Red Hat is a compelling approach. With the ability to collect, index, and report on terabytes of 

machine-generated data, the utility of security analytics increases with more searchable data. Red 

Hat Storage Server complements security analytics capabilities by providing elastic cold storage 

expansion, reducing the costs and complexity of retaining more data to expand searches back in 

time. Moreover, by making an architectural decision to migrate cold data to an elastic storage pool, 

machine-generated data can be cost-effectively scaled out at will, without reconfiguring indexers 

or disrupting the analytics process. Figure 4 illustrates how multiple Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD 

servers might be combined to provide elastic cold storage for security analytics.
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cAsio on reD hAt 
storAge server

“However much we 
virtualized our storage 

environment, we 
couldn’t get out of using 

expensive storage, and 
we couldn’t escape from 

vendor lock-in. This 
outlook changed when 
Red Hat proposed Red 

Hat Storage Server. 
 

Our costs, including 
various procurement 
costs and operating 

fees, fell to less than 
half of what they 
had been before 

implementing Red Hat 
Storage Server. The 
solution’s flexibility 

enabled us to build a 
storage environment 

using commodity 
servers and its ease of 

operational control was 
also a major advantage.” 

KAzUYASU YAMAzAKI

GROUP MANAGER OF IT 

INFRASTRUCTURE, CASIO 

NFS or GlusterFS Native protocol

Red Hat Storage Server volume

Elastic cold
data

Elastic cold
data

Elastic cold
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Elastic cold
data

Hot/warm
data

Indexer

Hot/warm
data
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Figure 4. Combined with security analytics software such as Splunk Enterprise, Red Hat Storage Server can 
provide elastic cold storage to extend searches back in time.

Server vIrtuaLIzatIon Storage

VM image sprawl can consume significant and expensive storage space on storage area networks 

(SANs). In response, Red Hat created the industry’s first virtual infrastructure storage solution that 

integrates Red Hat Storage Server and Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization.2 As shown in Figure 5, the 

solution is an open source, software-only, fabric-based approach to converging virtualization and 

storage. Combined with Red Hat Storage Server, Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers could simul-

taneously host multiple VMs while those same systems contribute to a shared GlusterFS storage 

pool.

2		 For more information, see the Casio customer case study at: www.redhat.com/en/files/resources/en-rh-casio-builds-
high-availability-storage-software-commodity-servers-case-study-11858007.pdf

http://www.redhat.com/en/files/resources/en-rh-casio-builds-high-availability-storage-software-commodity-servers-case-study-11858007.pdf
http://www.redhat.com/en/files/resources/en-rh-casio-builds-high-availability-storage-software-commodity-servers-case-study-11858007.pdf
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Figure 5. Red Hat Storage Server can simultaneously host VMs, even as it contributes to a shared GlusterFS 
storage pool.

dIgItaL medIa envIronmentS

Modern users want to view high-quality media content on demand—from PCs, tablets, and mobile 

devices of every description—fundamentally changing the ways that service providers must design 

and deploy infrastructure. As the market shifts from broadcast-centric to on-demand consumption 

models, content must be available anywhere, at any time, for any device. As shown in Figure 6, Red 

Hat Storage Server represents a cost-effective and scalable storage system for media organizations 

and others whose businesses depend on efficiently collecting, storing, managing, and delivering mul-

timedia content.

Red Hat Storage Server volume

Video processing and encoding

Transcoding, etc.

Content delivery network

Figure 6. Red Hat Storage Server can function as scalable and cost-effective storage for digital media 
environments.
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solution components

Red Hat Storage Server and the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD server represent an ideal technology 

combination for deploying scale-out storage.

red Hat Storage Server

Red Hat Storage Server is a software-defined, open source solution designed to meet unstruc-

tured, semistructured, and big data storage requirements. At the heart of Red Hat Storage Server 

is a secure, open source, massively scalable distributed file system that lets organizations combine 

large numbers of storage and compute resources into a high-performance, virtualized, and centrally 

managed storage pool. 

Red Hat Storage Server is designed to achieve several major goals:

•	elasticity. Storage volumes are abstracted from the hardware and managed independently. 

Volumes can grow or shrink by adding or removing systems from the storage pool. Even as 

volumes change, data remains available without interrupting the application.

•	petabyte scalability. Today’s organizations demand scalability from terabytes to multiple pet-

abytes. Red Hat Storage Server lets organizations start small and grow to support multi-pet-

abyte repositories as needed. Organizations that need substantial amounts of storage can deploy 

massive scale-out storage from the outset.

•	High performance. Red Hat Storage Server provides fast file access by eliminating the typical 

centralized metadata server. Files are spread evenly throughout the system, eliminating hot spots, 

I/O bottlenecks, and high latency. Organizations can use commodity disk drives and 10 gigabit 

Ethernet to maximize performance.

•	reliability and high availability. Red Hat Storage Server provides automatic replication that helps 

ensure high levels of data protection and resiliency. In addition to protecting from hardware fail-

ures, self-healing capabilities restore data to the correct state following recovery.

•	Industry-standard compatibility. For any storage system to be useful, it must support a broad 

range of file formats. Red Hat Storage Server provides native Portable Operating System 

Interface (POSIX) compatibility as well as support for common protocols including Common 

Internet File System (CIFS), NFS, and HTTP. The software is readily supported by off-the-shelf 

storage management software.

•	Unified	global	namespace.	Red Hat Storage Server aggregates disk and memory resources into a 

single common pool. This flexible approach can simplify management of the storage environment 

and eliminate data silos. Global namespaces may be grown and shrunk dynamically, without inter-

rupting client access.

Red Hat Storage Server provides distinct technical advantages over other technologies:

•	Software-defined	storage.	Locking organizations into a particular storage hardware vendor or 

hardware configuration is a problem. Instead, Red Hat Storage Server works with a wide variety of 

industry-standard storage, networking, and compute server solutions.

•	open source. Red Hat Storage Server is based on the GlusterFS project. A worldwide community 

of developers, customers, and partners test and update GlusterFS in a wide range of environ-

ments and workloads, providing continuous and unbiased feedback to other users. This project is 

certified, secured, and made enterprise-ready in the Red Hat Storage Server distribution.
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•	complete storage operating system stack. The storage product delivers more than just a distrib-

uted file system, adding distributed memory management, I/O scheduling, software RAID, self-

healing, local n-way synchronous replication, and asynchronous long-distance replication.

•	user space. Unlike traditional file systems, Red Hat Storage Server operates in user space, rather 

than kernel space. This makes installing and upgrading Red Hat Storage Server significantly easier 

and greatly simplifies development efforts because specialized kernel experience is not required.

•	modular, stackable architecture. Red Hat Storage Server is designed using a modular and stack-

able architecture approach. Configuring it for highly specialized environments is simply a matter 

of including or excluding particular modules.

•	data stored in native formats. Data is stored on disk using native formats (XFS) with various self-

healing processes established for data. As a result, the system is extremely resilient and files stay 

naturally readable, even without the Red Hat Storage Server software. There is no proprietary or 

closed format used for storing file data.

•	no metadata with the elastic hash algorithm. Unlike other storage systems with a distributed 

file system, Red Hat Storage Server does not create, store, or use a separate index of metadata 

in any way. Instead, it places and locates files algorithmically. The performance, availability, and 

stability advantages of not using metadata are significant and in some cases produce dramatic 

improvements.

Lenovo SyStem x3650 m4 Bd Server

The two rack unit (2U) Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD server was purpose-built for data storage. 

Powered by the latest generation of X-Architecture technology, the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD 

easily handles a range of data-intensive workloads, making it an ideal fit for Red Hat Storage Server. 

The Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD offers:

•	 Intel Xeon E5-2600 v2 processors for outstanding performance when processing big data and 

analytics workloads.

•	Up to 84TB of internal storage with up to fourteen 3.5-inch hard disk drives (HDDs)

•	Dual RAID capabilities, featuring two rear drives on one controller and 12 front data drives on a 

separate controller, allowing reliability and separation of the operating system from business data.

•	16 DIMMs for optimal memory bandwidth, up to two DIMMs per channel at 1866 MHz with power-

efficient Samsung Green Memory.

•	Hi IOPS for rapid transaction processing of big data and analytics workloads.

•	Efficient, 80 PLUS Platinum, redundant, hot-swap, ASHRAE compliant power supplies.

•	Lights-out, remote access to all system settings with advanced IMM2.

•	Operational environment support up to 40C temperatures for modern, energy-efficient 

datacenters.
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Just as Red Hat Storage Server has been thoroughly designed and tested for enterprise readi-

ness, Lenovo’s RAID options are supported by enterprise-class features, capabilities, and resiliency. 

Unlike RAID adapters not targeted for the enterprise, the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD server fea-

tures several enterprise-class RAID adapter options from the Lenovo ServeRAID line of adapters, 

including:

•	Background parity checking for constant data consistency and integrity

•	Self-encrypting drives (SEDs) for securing data at-rest

•	 Instant secure erase that can quickly remove all accessibility to the data stored on SEDs

•	MegaRAID SafeStore local key management to ensure enterprise data administrators have control 

over critical and privileged data access. 

In addition, MegaRAID flash cache protection uses NAND flash memory powered by a supercapaci-

tor to protect data stored in the controller cache. MegaRAID FastPath software provides high-per-

formance I/O acceleration for SSD-based virtual drives by exploiting an extremely low latency I/O 

path to increase the maximum IOPS capability of the controller. MegaRAID CacheCade is designed to 

accelerate the performance of hard disk drive (HDD) arrays with only an incremental investment in 

solid state drive (SSD) technology.

Combining the modern and advanced data storage and replication of Red Hat Storage Server with 

Lenovo’s ServeRAID adapters and MegaRAID software make for a synergistic solution that sur-

passes traditional data storage offerings. Moreover, the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD incorporates 

advanced reliability, availability, and serviceability features to help enable uptime. Standard capabili-

ties include redundant and hot-swap power supplies and hard disk drives. Light path diagnostics and 

predictive failure analysis proactively monitor the server’s components and flag problem areas to 

minimize system downtime and reduce maintenance and unscheduled outages. The Lenovo Feature 

on Demand (FoD) function allows addition of new features remotely and easily—without taking the 

system out of service. 

performAnce testing environment AnD results

To evaluate performance of Red Hat Storage Server running on the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD, 

Red Hat engineers conducted testing using the IOzone filesystem benchmark tool3 that generates 

and measures a variety of file operations. IOzone is useful for performing a broad filesystem analy-

sis of a particular platform, and can characterize file system I/O based on distinct operations. A 

SmallFile distributed workload generator was also used to compare performance while varying the 

size of files used in the benchmark.4 The SmallFile distributed workload testing evaluated perfor-

mance in terms of both files per second and megabytes per second.

teSted confIguratIon

To evaluate performance of the joint Red Hat and Lenovo solution, testing was performed using a 

two node cluster of Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers along with two x86 architecture-based 

clients. The systems were connected via a 10 gigabit Ethernet network. Each Lenovo System x3650 

M4 BD server has 12 front-accessible 3.5-inch disk drives that were configured as a single RAID-6 

volume for the GluserFS brick. Two additional 3.5-inch drives in the rear were configured as a single 

3		 www.iozone.org
4		 The SmallFile benchmark can be obtained at: github.com/bengland2/smallfile

http://www.iozone.org
http://github.com/bengland2/smallfile
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RAID-1 volume as a boot resources for the operating system. 600GB drives were used for the boot 

environment. The following drives were evaluated for data storage on the Red Hat Storage Server 

nodes:

•	7.2K rpm Sata: twelve 4TB 6Gb SATA Western Digital HDDs

•	15K rpm SaS Hdds: twelve 600GB 6Gb SAS 3 Western Digital HDDs

Table 1 provides the configuration information for the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD as tested, includ-

ing disk used, network adapter, network switches, and the installed software.

taBLe 1. data node confIguratIon

component QuAntity Description

Processor 2 1.8 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2603 processor  

(4 cores per processor, 4 threads per core) with 

10MB Intel Smart Cache

Configured memory 64 GB PC3L-12800R (eight 8GB 1600 MHz modules)

BIOS settings — Max  performance

System power management 

policy

— Max performance

RAID controller 1 ServeRAID F5115-200 with 1GB cache and 18.4GB 

NytroCache

Network controller 1 Mellanox Technologies MT27520 Family in 10 GbE 

mode (PCIe)

10 GbE switch 1 Supermicro SSE-X24SR 10 Gigabit Ethernet

Operating System — Red Hat Storage Server 3

For testing, two industry-standard x86 servers were used as client systems. Table 2 lists configura-

tion information for the client servers:

taBLe 2. cLIent node confIguratIon

component Description

Processors Two 2.20 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2660 processors

Configured system memory 48 GB

Network controller Intel Corporation 82599ES 10-Gigabit SFI/SFP+ Network Connection

Operating System Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5 running GlusterFS Client Package version 

3.6.0.28-1

As mentioned previously, IOzone was used to evaluate throughput with a varying record size, 

sequential and random read and write performance. The SmallFile benchmark was used to evaluate 

performance with small files.
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tHrougHput WItH varyIng record SIze

Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of record size (kilobytes) variation, as defined by the IOzone record 

size variable, on a Red Hat Storage Server distributed volume throughput (measured in MB per 

second). In this test, two client systems with eight threads each performed the different IOzone tests, 

targeting the GlusterFS volume that is distributed between the two Red Hat Storage Server nodes. 

During testing, the record size is increased from 64KB to 2048KB. 

With both the 15K and 7.2K RPM drives, the sequential read and sequential write saturate the 

network at a record size greater than 64KB and increasing the record size has little impact on the 

throughput. As for the random read and random write, the throughput increases as the record size 

is increased. The random read saturates after 512KB record size in the case of 15K RPM drives while 

the random read continues to show improved throughput when using the 7.2K drives. With both 15K 

and 7.2K RPM drives, the random write improves steadily with each increase of sector size achieving 

performance that approaches that of sequential writes.
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Figure 7. Throughput vs. record size using a two-node distributed Red Hat Storage Server cluster with two clients 
(16 threads) with 15K RPM SAS drives
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Figure 8. Throughput vs. record size using a two-node distributed Red Hat Storage Server cluster with two clients 
(16 threads) with 7.2K RPM SATA drives
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The same test was also conducted targeting a distributed-replicated GlusterFS volume and the 

behavior patterns were identical (Figures 9 and 10). However, it is important to note that the write 

performance in the distributed-replicated configuration is roughly half that of the distribute only 

volume. This difference is to be expected because the client writes to both of the Red Hat Storage 

Server nodes using the two-way replicated volume, requiring twice as many writes. As expected, the 

read performance is the same between the distributed and distributed-replicated configurations.
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Figure 9. Throughput vs. record size using a 1x2 distributed-replicated cluster with two clients (16 threads) with 15K 
RPM SAS drives
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7.2K RPM SATA drives
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SequentIaL WrIte teStIng

The following graphs shows the effect of varying the number of client threads on sequential write 

performance in a Red Hat Storage Server distributed volume. As before, the tests were run with two 

client systems and two Red Hat Storage Server nodes. For this testing, the record size was fixed at 

1024KB. Threading levels during the tests were as follows:

•	Eight threads—four threads per client

•	16 threads—eight threads per client

•	24 threads—12 threads per client

There should be a steady increase in the write throughput as the storage infrastructure grows and 

the number of threads is increased. However, with a single 10 gigabit Ethernet link, the testing was 

able to saturate the network link with only eight threads. As a result, there was very little improve-

ment in throughput with additional client threads (Figure 11). Red Hat testing with larger numbers of 

both client nodes and storage nodes demonstrated linear scalability.

7.2K RPM SATA drives (Mbps) 15K RPM SAS drives (Mbps) 

8    threads 1598 1570 

16   threads 1684 1599 

24 threads 1610 1548 
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Figure 11. Sequential write throughput in a two-node distributed GlusterFS volume, with two clients collectively 
running eight, 16, and 24 threads

The same behavior held true for the testing of the Red Hat Storage Server distributed-replicated 

configuration (Figure 12).
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7.2K RPM SATA drives (Mbps) 15K RPM SAS drives (Mbps) 

8    threads 754 726

16   threads 749 708

24 threads 748 761
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Figure 12. Sequential write throughput in a two-node distributed-replicated GlusterFS volume, with two clients 
collectively running eight, 16, and 24 threads

SequentIaL read teStIng

Testing was also performed to evaluate the effect of the number of client threads on sequential read 

performance on a GlusterFS distributed volume. As before, the test was run with two client systems 

and two Red Hat Storage Server nodes. The record size was fixed at 1024KB. Eight, 16, and 24-thread 

tests were run as with the sequential write testing. In a larger infrastructure, there should be a 

steady increase in the read throughput as the number of threads is increased, culminating with satu-

ration of available network bandwidth (Figure 13). This trend will typically continue as more clients 

and storage nodes are added and the effect of client saturation is overcome.

7.2K RPM SATA drives (Mbps) 15K RPM SAS drives (Mbps) 

8    Threads 1435 1410

16   Threads 1508 1452

24 Threads 1511 1582
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Figure 13. Sequential read throughput in a two-node distributed-replicated GlusterFS volume, with two clients 
collectively running eight, 16, and 24 threads
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The same behavior was observed for the distributed-replicated GlusterFS volume (Figure 14).

7.2K RPM SATA drives (MBps) 15K RPM SAS drives (MBps) 

8    Threads 1467 1371

16   Threads 1516 1362

24 Threads 1459 1478
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Figure 14. Sequential read throughput in a two-node distributed-replicated volume, with two clients collectively 
running eight, 16, and 24 threads

random read and WrIte teStIng

Random read and write testing was performed with the same basic system configuration as with the 

sequential read and write tests. 

distributed glusterfS volume

Random read and write tests on a two-node distributed GlusterFS volume are shown in Figure 15 and 

Figure 16 respectively.
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8    Threads 798 415

16   Threads 648 503

24 Threads 380 607
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Figure 15. Random read throughput in a two-node distributed GlusterFS volume, with two clients collectively 
running eight, 16, and 24 threads
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7.2K RPM SATA drives (MBps) 15K RPM SAS drives 

8    Threads 590 766

16   Threads 502 759

24 Threads 470 728
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Figure 16. Random write throughput in a two-node distributed GlusterFS volume, with two clients collectively 
running eight, 16, and 24 threads

Overall a number of observations can be made from these results. With 7.2K RPM drives, good 

throughput was measured at a lower number of thread counts (eight threads). This pattern holds 

true for both random reads and random writes. With 15K RPM drives the read throughput increases 

nicely in the distributed configuration as the number of threads is increased. Moreover, the random 

write throughput with 15K RPM drives is approximately 40% higher than with 7.2K RPM drives.

distributed-replicated glusterfS volume

Figure 17 and Figure 18 illustrate random read and write tests run against the distributed-replicated 

GlusterFS volume.
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7.2K RPM SATA drives (MBps) 15K RPM SAS drives (MBps) 

 8  Threads   553 411

 16 Threads     561 523

24 Threads 517 594
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Figure 17. Random read throughput in a two-node distributed-replicated volume, with two clients collectively 
running eight, 16, and 24 threads

7.2K RPM SATA drives (MBps) 15K RPM SAS drives (MBps) 

   8 Threads     231 354

  16 Threads 217 346

 24 Threads 210 331
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Figure 18. Random write throughput in a two-node distributed-replicated volume, with two clients collectively 
running eight, 16, and 24 threads

The distributed-replicated GlusterFS volumes demonstrate a similar pattern to the distributed 

results discussed earlier. Again, the 15K RPM drives scale well for random reads as the number of 

threads is increased. There are also marked performance improvements with 15K RPM drives as 

compared to 7.2K RPM drives, with random write throughput improvement of around 57% in the 

replicated configuration.
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SmaLLfILe BencHmarK teStIng

The SmallFile benchmark was used to evaluate the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD server running Red 

Hat Storage Server for performance in terms of small file creation. Figures 19-22 illustrate the effect 

of file sizes on the “create” operation throughput in the SmallFile benchmark. This operation creates 

a file and writes data to it. As a part of the benchmark, file sizes are varied from 10KB to 2GB. For 

files larger than 1MB, a record size of 1MB is used.
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Figure 19. Two-node distributed GlusterFS volume using 7.2K RPM SATA drives, with two clients
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Two-node distributed-replicated volume using 7.2K RPM drives

Figure 20. Two-node distributed-replicated GlusterFS volume using 7.2K RPM SATA drives with two clients
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Two-node distributed volume using 15K RPM drives

Figure 21. Two-node distributed GlusterFS volume using 15K RPM SAS disk drives and two clients
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Two-node distributed-replicated volume using 15K RPM drives

Figure 22. Two-node distributed-replicated GlusterFS volume using 7.2 RPM drives and two clients

The graphs in all of the small file test scenarios reflect a common behavior in that there is a trade-off 

in terms of throughput (files per second) and transfer rate (megabytes per second), when trans-

ferring small files as compared to large files. Small file creation workloads translate to somewhat-

random write workloads at the RAID 6 LUN level. This workload is somewhat detrimental to the 

throughput available from a typical RAID 6 configuration used as a GlusterFS brick. 

If a target workload predominantly consists of small files, the GlusterFS volume will typically not 

require much storage space compared to the number of files it needs to host. In these situations, 

higher performance with data durability can be achieved by using a RAID 10 configuration at the  

Red Hat Storage Server brick level. Ideally a RAID 10 configuration optimized for small files would 

utilize a smaller number of drives—on the order of six drives per RAID 10 configuration.
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solution implementAtion guiDAnce

Building the tested configuration requires installing, configuring, and tuning software on the various 

servers in the solution architecture. While specific detailed step-by-step instructions are beyond the 

scope of this document, the sections that follow provide an overview of this process with references 

to appropriate material for more in-depth information.

InStaLLIng and confIgurIng red Hat Storage Server

The two Red Hat Storage Server nodes were installed with the Red Hat Storage Server 3.0 ISO that 

is available at Red Hat Network (rhn.redhat.com). This release is based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 

6.5 and GlusterFS 3.6.0.28. All the documentation for installing and configuring the Red Hat Storage 

Server can be found on the Red Hat website.5  Red Hat Storage Server was installed by following the 

instructions in the Installation Guide.

GlusterFS	configuration

Once the system was up and running, storage bricks were created using the rhs-server-init.sh 

script. The script performs the following actions:

•	Creates physical volume (RAID 6 using a 256KB stripe size) 

# pvcreate –dataalignment 2560k /dev/sdb

•	Creates a volume group 

# vgcreate RHS_vg1 /dev/sdb

•	Creates the logical volume  

# lvcreate –l 100%FREE –n RHS_lv1 RHS_vg1

•	Makes an XFS file system on the logical volume  

# mkfs.xfs –i size=512 -n  size=8192 -d su=256k,sw=10 /dev/RHS_vg1/RHS_lv1 

•	Creates a mount point for the brick and an entry in /etc/fstab 

# /dev/RHS_vg1/RHS_lv1 /rhs/brick1 xfs rw,inode64,noatime,nouuid,nodiratime 
1 2

•	Runs a tuned performance profile for high-throughput 

# tuned-adm profile rhs-high-throughput

Once the bricks were created and mounted on each Red Hat Storage Server node, the GlusterFS 

volumes used for the performance testing were instantiated. Both distributed and distributed-repli-

cated (mirrored) GlusterFS volumes were used in the testing, specifically:

•	A two-node distributed volume

•	A two-node distributed-replicated volume 

After making sure that the glusterd daemon was running on each of the Red Hat Storage Server 

platfoms (rhs1 and rhs2), the gluster peer probe command was used to create the storage 

cluster, launched from the server named rhs1:

rhs1 # gluster peer probe rhs2

5		 http://access.redhat.com/site/documentation/en-US/Red_Hat_Storage/

http://access.redhat.com/site/documentation/en-US/Red_Hat_Storage/
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The distributed GlusterFS volume was then created:

rhs1 # gluster volume create distvol rhs1:/rhs/brick1/distvol  
       rhs2:/rhs/brick1/distvol

distributed volume creation

To ensure optimal distribution of the files between the bricks, the following volume parameter was 

set and the volume started.

rhs1 # gluster volume set distvol cluster.read-hash-mode 2

rhs1 # gluster volume start distvol

rhs1 # gluster volume info distvol

Volume Name: distvol

Type: Distribute

Volume ID: 98aec66c-02e4-4b0d-9e03-842cdda84c6a

Status: Started

Snap Volume: no

Number of Bricks: 2

Transport-type: tcp

Bricks:

Brick1: rhs1:/rhs/brick1/distvol

Brick2: rhs2:/rhs/brick1/distvol

Options Reconfigured:

cluster.read-hash-mode: 2

performance.readdir-ahead: on

auto-delete: disable

snap-max-soft-limit: 90

snap-max-hard-limit: 256
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distributed-replicated volume creation

The distributed-replicated GlusterFS volume was created in a similar fashion

rhs1 # gluster volume create mirror replica 2 rhs1:/rhs/brick1/mirror \ 
       rhs2:/rhs/brick1/mirror

As before, to ensure optimal distribution of the files between the bricks, the following volume param-

eter was set, and the volume started:

rhs1 # gluster volume set mirror cluster.read-hash-mode 2

rhs1 # gluster volume start mirror

rhs1 # gluster volume info mirror

Volume Name: mirror

Type: Replicate

Volume ID: e19a44a2-644d-4a6e-93dc-4711c76b359a

Status: Started

Snap Volume: no

Number of Bricks: 1 x 2 = 2

Transport-type: tcp

Bricks:

Brick1: rhs1:/rhs/brick1/mirror

Brick2: rhs2:/rhs/brick1/mirror

Options Reconfigured:

cluster.read-hash-mode: 2

performance.readdir-ahead: on

auto-delete: disable

snap-max-soft-limit: 90

snap-max-hard-limit: 256

mounting from the client

Once they were created, the GlusterFS volumes were then mounted on the two client nodes using 

the GlusterFS Native Client protocol, using the following command sequence:

rhs-client1 # mkdir /mnt/distvol

rhs-client1 # mkdir /mnt/mirror

rhs-client1 # mount  -t  glusterfs  rhs1:/distvol  /mnt/distvol

rhs-client1 # mount  -t  glusterfs  rhs1:/mirror  /mnt/mirror

These steps were then repeated on the second client system.
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confIgurIng Iozone

IOzone was used to test the sequential and random I/O performance of the Red Hat Storage Server 

cluster. As discussed, two Red Hat Storage Server nodes were configured, each hosting a RAID 6 

based brick. Those bricks were then used to create a two-way distributed GlusterFS volume and a 

two-way distributed-replicated volume for different test runs. IOzone was run on two industry-stan-

dard x86-based servers that each mounted the GlusterFS volume using the GlusterFS Native Client 

protocol. For I/O performance and scalability testing, IOzone was run in “Cluster Testing” mode to 

launch four, eight or 12 IOzone tester threads on each client. Combining the two clients resulted in 

the ability to test with eight, 16, or 24 threads concurrently performing I/O to the cluster. 

The IOzone command line is as follows:

rhs-client1# iozone -+m ${IOZONE_CONFIG_FILENAME} -i ${IOZONE_TEST}  
-C  -w  -+n -s ${IOZONE_FILESZ} -r ${IOZONE_RECORDSZ}  -+z  -c  -e  -t 
${TEST_THREADS}

The following parameters were used in the IOzone command line: 

•	 “-+m” specifies cluster testing mode 

•	OZONE_CONFIG_ FILENAME is the IOzone configuration file for the cluster test format that lists 

the client hostnames and their respective GlusterFS mount points. The mount points were created 

when mounting Red Hat Storage Server volumes.

•	The IOZONE_TEST parameter was varied on different runs to cover the “Sequential Read”, 

“Sequential Write”, and “Random Read/Write” test cases. 

•	IOZONE_FILESZ was set to 8GB as a representative file transfer “workload” for the “Content 

Cloud” reference architecture testing. 

confIgurIng tHe SmaLLfILe BencHmarK KIt

The SmallFile benchmark is a python-based small-file distributed POSIX workload generator that 

can be used to quickly measure performance for a variety of metadata-intensive workloads across 

an entire cluster. Use of the benchmark in Red Hat testing was intended to complement the IOzone 

benchmark for measuring performance of large-file workloads. Red Hat used the “create” operation 

of the SmallFile benchmark kit to create files and write data to them using varying file sizes ranging 

from 10KB to 2GB. The SmallFile command line is as follows: 

# python /root/smallfile_cli.py --operation create --threads 8 --file-size 
10 --files 100000 --top $path --network-sync-dir /mnt/lockvol/smf-shared  
--pause 10 --host-set rhs-client1,rhs-client2 --response-times Y
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The following list summarizes the effect of the SmallFile benchmark with chosen parameters:

•	The “create” operation creates a file and write data to it.

•	For this example, eight threads were run on each client (rhs-client1 and rhs-client2).

•	The file size is 10KB and each thread processes 100,000 files.

•	Each thread will pause for 10 microseconds before starting the next file operation, and the 

response time is the file operation duration down to microsecond resolution.

•	For files larger than 1MB, a record size of 1024KB was used to determine how much data was 

transferred in a single read or write system call.

The benchmark returns the number of files processed per second and the rate that the applica-

tion transferred data in megabytes per second. The application I/O operations per second (IOPS) 

is the same as the files/sec value when the file size is less than 1MB and the IOPS is the same as 

the transfer rate MB/sec value for file sizes equal to 1MB and greater.

conclusion

With the combination of Red Hat Storage Server and the Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD server, 

scale-out storage is now a viable solution for large amounts of structured and semi-structured 

data as well as big data solutions. As a software-defined and open source solution, Red Hat 

Storage Server brings significant advantages to a range of use cases, from web content reposi-

tories and file sync and share solutions to big data analytics, security analytics, virtualization 

storage, and digital media storage. With powerful processors, large memory capacity, fast I/O 

and robust availability features, Lenovo System x3650 M4 BD servers represent a modular and 

scalable high-capacity building block that can be deployed for scale-out storage. Together, Red 

Hat and Lenovo let organizations deploy software-defined, scale-out storage that fits both the 

characteristics of their applications and their escalating data storage needs. 
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